Headlines and Targets
• Global Energy Access Goals – SDG7 AND Decarbonisation (Net Zero).
• SDG7 - ‘modern energy’, 7.1.1 electrification, 7.1.2 Clean cooking, 7.2 Renewables,
7.3 Energy efficiency.
• Electrification – significant gains during 2010 decade – 670m not yet having access
• Clean cooking – not really keeping up with population growth – 3 billion not yet
having access to clean cooking, 4 billion not yet modern energy cooking (ESMAP,
World Bank).
• However, by implication – over 2 billion have electricity but still cook with polluting
fuels
• ‘Mutual Neglect’ – clean cooking and electrification

Affordability and energy efficiency
• Urbanisation – deforestation – example Kenya
• Kampala, Uganda: – 93% connected, Utility company
profitable, has more than twice as much generation
capacity than current peak demand, mainly renewable
energy generation.
• And yet 65% households using charcoal for cooking.
• So would it be cost effective for those households?
• “The increasing efficiency improvements in electric
cooking technologies, could enable households to shift to
electrical cooking at mass scale.” IPCC 2022
• Energy efficient appliances particularly suited to African
cooking
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Finance options - Upfront costs (Tool)
• Credit facilities – not yet aware, focus
on productive use, yet it saves
households expenditure on polluting
fuels.
• Pay as You go – proven in solar,
beginning to apply to electric based
cooking
• Utility led finance – on bill financing,
similar to Mobile Phones.

If we don’t…..

The State of Access to Modern Energy Cooking Services, ESMAP 2020

Finance options – Ongoing costs
Fuel (and tool)
• Lifeline Tariffs – example Uganda cooking
tariff
• Carbon finance – metered supplies, mean
actual use verification
• Results Based Finance – co benefit
verification
• More profit for the utility – more upgrading
of their infrastructure

What’s missing?
• Nothing fundamental for urban and peri urban areas
• Rural electrification still needed in this decade of action – but
planning needs to include cooking possibilities.
• Approx half Africa will be off-grid.

• Minigrids can use energy efficient devices particularly if designed in
from the start. Tanzania – good experiences
• Solar Home systems can now include cooking – Malawi $200 for
direct system, $300 inclusive of lithium titanate battery (10,000
cycles)

• However – rural people have less disposable income, and
mitigate energy expenditure by collecting their fuel (cost is
time and safety) – so pivoting to any modern energy will likely
be challenging.
• Malawi emerging example – save and grow. (Includes locally
assembled irrigation and three wheeler carriers.)

The decade of action and
Decarbonisation
• ‘Clean Cooking’ globally is said to have had $100m investment per year
for the last 4 years.
• Electrification in Africa has had $24 Billion each year for last 4 years*
(Developing Asia $34b, India $54b).
• All that investment could be utilised to give consumers a clean cooking
experience.
• Clean cooking needs to be on the global political agenda, and the best
way to do this is overcome the ‘mutual neglect’.
• Lets leverage this coming decade of action on improving existing and
expanding access to electrification, to integrate planning for cooking
loads and demand.
• As restructuring for decarbonisation of modern energy occurs (increased
renewables, better energy efficiency, ‘prosumers’), lets plan in ecooking.
*total investment - not just the improved access finance.
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